Microwave spectra and structure of the cyclopropanecarboxylic acid-formic acid dimer
Introduction
The present tables represent the second part of a series of critical reviews [1] 1 which are in.tended to update and revise the existing tabulated literature on molecules already identified in interstellar observations. The spectral information reported for methylenimine includes predicted as well as observed transitions between 100 MHz and 300 GHz. The reported transitions are further limited by fixing a maximum value for the total rotatio~al energy of the lower state of the transition. This upper limit must logically vary with the molecule being reviewed and was set at 200 cm-t for methylenimine. It is felt that this limit i's generous enough to allow for the presentation of all transitions which might be observed by existing telescopes. The information contained in this review represents all available information on the rotational spectrum of methylenimine as of September I, 1972.
Molecular Parameter Table
The rotational constants, centrifugal distortion constants, and quadrupole coupling constants shown in table 1 for Hzt2C14NH were obtained from a least-squares analysis of the observed spectrallin~s with a computer program which includes nuclear electric quadrupole interaction terms and centrifugal distortion terms in addition to the basic rigid asymmetric rotor energy matrix. Details of the centrifugal distortion calculation and the statistical analysis have been discussed by Kirchhoff [2] . The techniques developed for performing the least-squares analysis of the nuclear electric quadrupole hyperfine splittings in the observed spectra will be reported in a forthcoming publication [31. Table 2 contains the results of the statistical analysis of the spectrum of lzCHzI4NH. For each spectral line the first column of table 2 contains the upper state and lower state quantum numbers in the form, j (Kp , Ko) for a rigid asymmetric rotor plus the total angular momentum quantum numberF=j+I.,j+I 1 -I, . . . , j-I t , where II is the nuclear spin angular momentum quantum number for th~ nucleus causing the largest hyperfine splittings. In the present case II = I for 14N in methylenimine. The quantum numbers are followed by the ohserverl line frequeney and, in parentheses, the e"l(perimentally estimated uncertainty in MHz. References to the laboratory measurements are shown in the last column of the table. Opposite the j (Kp , Ko) quantum numbers, the third column contains the calculated unsplit frequency and estimated uncertainty in MHz. Opposite the F quantum numbers, the calculated split-tings due to the nuelear electric quadrupole interaction are listed along with their estimated uncertainties in MHz. The calculated uncertainties in both cases repre~ sent 95 percent confidence levels, which are approximately twice (this varies slightly with the amount of data included in the calculation) the standard deviation obtained from the least squares analysis. The actual transition frequencies can be obtained by adding the hyperfine splittings to the un split frequency, and the estimated error of each is then the root-mean square of the individual estimated uncertainties.
Microwave Spedral Tables
The line strengths for the unsplit rotational transitions are shown in brackets in column 4. These line strengths, denoted by xS (j~'p, Kb; Ji p , K'b) , are defined in this review as: 
where v is the transition frequency in MHz and #-tx the electric dipole component as defined above in Debye units.
The relative intensities of the quadrupole components shown in brackets in column 4 were computed from eqs (5-17) and (5-18) of Townes and Schawlow [4] and were normalized in such a way that the sum of the intensities of all components was set equal to unity. Only those hyperfine components with relative intensity ~ 0.01 were computed. Thus, in most instances the sum of the relative intensiti'es may be somewhat less than unity. The total rotational energy of each rotational level was calculated using all five quartic distortion constants and all seven sextic, constants. These energies are given in columns 5 and 6 in cm-l .
As a convenience to the user, the calculated unsplit transition frequencies from 
Methylenimine Spectral Tables
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